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Welcome to NetEvents Singapore…

“

“Feel the fear and do it anyway” – the title of a book published in 1987 – became a rallying
cry for the 90s dotcom boomers, and still inspires many today. So what are the key terrors
shaking our industry today?
Answer: IoT, AI and the Cloud.
So let’s do it! In just two days we present a jam-packed schedule of eight hot debates,
three keynotes and one hot seat burn-up around the themes of Cloud Innovation,
Automation, Artificial Intelligence and the Internet of Things –embracing the risks, the

Mark Fox, CEO, NetEvents

opportunities, the disruptions, testing challenges and most notably the benefits for
everyone, from SMEs to telcos.
Not to forget the most important factor of all: people. We launch this NetEvents with a
fearless keynote from Dr. Christian Busch of London School of Economics: a young man
whose work at Peking University and ongoing research into entrepreneurship, social
networks and business model innovation are earning him a global reputation for
understanding the millennial mind-set of tomorrow’s workforce and, ultimately, its
leadership.
Dr. Christian Busch of Today the “leading edge” extends way beyond
London School of Economics Silicon Valley, so what better way to close the

Thursday sessions than by introducing Duncan Clark,
OBE, the author of “Alibaba: The House That Jack Ma Built” – described as “a must read
for anyone who wants to understand the present China and the heart beat of a great
entrepreneur”. His presentation “When the dragon awakes” will raise vital questions for
the APAC region, the world economy, and for global business.

Duncan Clark OBE,
Entrepreneur; Author; Board
Director, Bangkok Bank
(China); and Founder &
Chairman, BDA China

As part of our celebration of 20 years of NetEvents, we invite you to join us that evening for dinner high on Singapore’s
spectacular Faber Peak. Ever since our very first 1996 event in Monaco, NetEvents has never failed to deliver the “long view” .
So we dare you to take the Peak’s famous cable car – and just do it!
Wishing you a great event!

Mark A. Fox
CEO, NetEvents
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Outline Agenda...
Wednesday 25th May
5:30 – 8:30 pm

Registration desk open —Location: Royal II Foyer

7:00—9:00pm

NetEvents welcome reception —Location: Pool Terrace

Thursday 26th May
7:30 – 8:30 am

Registration desk open —Location: Royal II Foyer

7:30 – 8:30 am

Welcome breakfast, informal meetings & debate briefings —Location: Basilico

8:40 – 8:50 am

Opening welcome and conference introduction—Location: Royal II

8:50 – 9:10 am

Keynote Presentation by Dr. Christian Busch, Associate Director, Innovation and
Co-Creation Lab, London School of Economics
Connectivity and business model innovation in a rapidly changing world
Social networking has transformed our business, political and social landscapes and fostered new
visions for human interaction. Now the rise of M2M automation, big data and artificial intelligence
promises to extend this vision into a super-connected world of things, communities and people.
Today’s leading edge extends far beyond Silicon Valley to embrace APAC and the world.
The key to truly relevant innovation is a proper understanding of the social and technological
factors shaping tomorrow’s world, on the level not only of products, but of business models.
Christian Busch has exceptional insight into the values and expectations of a growing millennial
business community – a generation that increasingly recognises the power of technology as a
major force.
As Associate Director, Innovation and Co-Creation Lab, London School of Economics (LSE), he
has been teaching a number of MSc and executive courses at LSE, Peking University, and
Strathmore, Kenya. His on-going research into entrepreneurship, social networks and business
model innovation involves close co-operation with many multinationals, governments and social
enterprises. He was co-founder of Sandbox (now: Thousand Network), a leading global community
of young innovators, where he developed the hub-based structure and expanded the organization
and community into 20 countries between 2008 and 2012. Among countless accolades he has
been named as one of The Economist's ‘Ideas People’, Diplomatic Courier’s ‘Top 99 Influencers’,
JCI London’s ‘Ten Outstanding Young People’, a TED star, and a fellow at the Royal Society of
Arts (RSA).
Just as power is no longer the preserve of the West, so also is intelligence no longer simply in our
heads. An emerging global business culture has new priorities and radical expectations embracing
new technology. Rising nation's companies must understand this and not accept past models and
assumptions.
So listen carefully to Christian Busch before you make ANY long-term strategic decisions.
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9:10 – 9:30 am

Keynote Interview & Audience Q&A with Christian Busch and Jeremiah Caron, Senior Vice
President - Analysis, Current Analysis

9:30 – 10:10 am

Debate Session I—Is the Cloud Ready for Enterprise Planning, Modeling and Analytics – and
Are Enterprises Ready for the Cloud?
Introduced and Chaired by Jean-Baptiste Su, Tech Columnist, Forbes
In areas as diverse as sales, marketing, human resources, finance, logistics, and supply chain,
enterprise applications like CRM and ERP are the lifeblood of major corporations, universities and
government agencies.
The industry is taking classic ERP and CRM to the next level, as both the major player and spunky
startups are adding groundbreaking new functionality for business modeling, planning and
analytics.
What do top executives want? Speed and agility. When do CEOs, COOs and CFOs want it? Now.
How are they going to get it? Some platform vendors are extending their solutions to offer more
functionality, while other vendors believe the answer lies in cloud-based packages that layer on top
of monolithic business applications. Both sets of vendors tout that by using web-based portals,
executives can close their books in days instead of weeks; engage interactive real-time views into
their business instead of reading pre-formatted reports; spot troubles in advance so they can be
avoided; and seize opportunities whose roots are buried deep into the data.
The big challenge: In many cases, IT must open the kimono in order to plug their most precious
corporate jewels into these new cloud-based offerings. What’s the risk, and does the cost justify the
benefits?
In this session, we bring together the industry leaders in business planning and analytics, and hold
their feet to the fire to prove how their software can extend CRM, ERP and other enterprise
applications to meet the their customers’ most demanding needs.
Panellists: Mr. Aman Neil Dokania, MD, Accenture Cloud APAC; Grant Halloran, Chief Marketing
Officer, Anaplan; Bernie Trudel, Data Center CTO, Cisco Systems, Asia Pacific and Chairman of
Asia Cloud Computing Association; Dr. Christian Busch, Associate Director, Innovation and CoCreation Lab, London School of Economics; Thierry Lotrian, Director - Consulting, Deloitte Touche
Tohmatsu
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10:10 - 10:50 am

Debate Session II—Protecting the Enterprise Means Protecting the Cloud and the
Network – Where’s the Opportunity?
Introduced and Chaired by Nikhil Batra, Research Manager - Telecom, IDC
Forget the traditional WAN: Enterprises want to connect everything to everything, with
agility, cost-effectiveness – and security. Remote employees connect to their corporate
data centers and to cloud-based Software-as-a-Service. Data centers are, in turn,
connected to multiple clouds, sometimes over MPLS, sometimes over Carrier Ethernet,
sometimes over the public Internet. IoT devices, whether on the factory floor or on the
yoga instructor’s wrist, are tying back to cloud-based applications over WiFi and cellular.
Employees and customers connect from enterprise LANs, from home networks, from
WiFi-equipped coffee shops, and from their phones and tablets.
Meanwhile, bad actors are trying to tap into those data streams by subverting the enduser device, the router, the cell tower, and the cloud services themselves. In order for
enterprises to truly adopt new connectivity paradigms, there must be trust, and in order
for trust to exist, there must be innovative security solutions that not only adapt to new
attack vendors, but which demonstrate their ability to reduce risk.
Our panellists represent both security experts and security innovators. Do they have
what it takes to protect the enterprise, the cloud, the network, and the end user? Get
ready to ask the hard questions and put their vision to the test.
Panellists: Sunny Tan, Head of Security, SE Asia, BT Global Services ; Ashok Vasan,
Vice President, Digital Transformation - Asia Pacific & Japan, CA Technologies; Andy
Solterbeck, Regional Director - APAC, Cylance; Brendan Leitch, Director of Marketing,
Asia Pacific, Ixia; Peter Lunk, VP of Marketing, Menlo Security; Frank Wiener, VP
Marketing, Wedge Networks

10:50 –11:05 am

Coffee break—Royal II Foyer

11:05—11:25 am

Bryan Gale, Vice President Product Marketing, Cylance is
‘In the Hot Seat’
with Manek Dubash , NetEvents’ Editorial Director, pumping the
bellows
Artificial? Or Intelligent? Where’s the emphasis in today’s AI security
space?

Conventional wisdom says that the bigger the threat the more security you need. Bryan
claims that a lightweight but highly intelligent system provides far better protection than
any amount of dumb muscle at your door. It recognises the danger coming. And is
prepared.
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Manek needs convincing. First he wants from Bryan a clear, concise
explanation of how Cylance can make this happen. Next he wants to know if
this is just jumping on the AI bandwagon, or is it the real deal: intelligence or
just, as it were, artificial intelligence?
But above all we want to see what it can actually do. Yes, there have been
some amazing stories about Cylance the Giant Killer taking on the might of big
guys like Symantec, McAffee and others, but Manek won’t turn off his
blowtorch until we have seen for ourselves how Cylance performs against the
industry’s very best heavyweight anti-malware solutions. Our press audience
are invited to bring along the nastiest malware they can find and put Bryan to
the test!
We suggest you watch the movie Gladiator to prepare for this event.
11:25 –11:55 am

Conference Debate III—The IoT Will Disrupt Everything – Or Will It? You
Be the Judge
Introduced and Chaired by Sandeep Bazaz , Industry Analyst, DataCenter
and Cloud Computing, Frost & Sullivan
There are those who claim that the IoT is a total game-changer. At Mobile
World Congress, Ericsson president and CEO Hans Vestberg said “Digital
disruption will come to every industry in 2016,” and singled out IoT as the
hottest topic in the information and communications technology industry.
Certainly the media — including many attending NetEvents — are bullish on
IoT, and predict tremendous changes not only to every aspect of our digital
lives, but also to our personal lives and society.
Let’s explore that premise by talking to companies whose technologies are at
the heart of IoT enablement. Do they believe that the IoT will, in fact, disrupt
everything? Where will it start? What are the opportunities for companies and
service providers? What are the benefits and risks for individuals?
We will also dig deep into the plumbing, because if business and consumer IoT
technologies are going to succeed, it must also be reliable, ubiquitous,
affordable, easy to use and secure. So many questions regarding technology,
devices and infrastructure. So many roadblocks, in terms of privacy, regulation
and compliance. From the bits to the courtroom, from the pipelines to the
showroom, let’s talk disruption. At the beginning of this session, we’ll poll the
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audience about disruption – and at the end, we’ll survey again to see if our panellists
have changed your mind, one way or the other.
Panellists: Haytham Sawalhy, Head of IoT for APAC, Orange Cloud for Business,
Asia Pacific; Ashwin Jaiswal, Head - IT Business Consulting & Practice (Telecom,
Media & Entertainment), Reliance Communications; Amit Sinha Roy, Vice President,
Marketing & Strategy, Tata Communications; Panitharn Payackapan, Department
Director – Service Development & Process, UIH - United Information Highway Co.,
Ltd.
11:55 –12:15 pm

Keynote Presentation by Duncan Clark, OBE
Entrepreneur; Author; Board Director, Bangkok Bank (China);
former Visiting Scholar at Stanford University, and Founder & Chairman, BDA
China
When the dragon awakes…
Napoleon Bonaparte, one of history’s greatest military strategists, was credited with
the comment: “Let China sleep, for when she wakes, she will shake the world”. Not a
bad assessment of what has become the world's second largest economy, annual
double-digit economic growth, holder of a lot of the world's debt, and now number
one foreign investor in America.
Is China now awake? Just beginning to stir? Or do the recent swings in its currency,
stock market and slowing GDP growth raise questions about its future? There are
few more important questions for the APAC region, the world economy, and for
global business. No longer dismissed as a cheap source of low quality or pirated
goods, China is now a power-player and challenging innovator in the tech sector too.
In 1994 Duncan Clark showed remarkable prescience in founding BDA – a Beijingbased investment consultancy that earned a reputation for high calibre advice on
China and the APAC region. Released by HarperCollins last month, Duncan’s book
"Alibaba: The House That Jack Ma Built” has received glowing reviews from the New
York Times (“breezy”, an “engaging biography), The Economist (“fascinating”) and
The Wall Street Journal ("Duncan Clark tells the story with flair .. A fine writer”). Tim
Draper described the book as “a must read for anyone who wants to understand the
present China and the heartbeat of a great entrepreneur”. Alibaba, the company Jack
Ma founded, raised $25bn in what remains the largest ever global IPO. His company
worth $200 billion today, Jack is in the inner circle of global corporate titans.
There is no-one better equipped than Duncan to share insight into China's growing
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role in the tech sector during this time of momentous economic and social
changes.
Following his presentation Duncan will be available for book signing of ‘Alibaba:
The House That Jack Ma Built’ - Harper Collins (April 2016).
12:15 – 12:30 pm

Keynote Interview & Audience Q&A with Duncan Clark and Camille Mendler,
Practice Leader, SoHo & SME Services, Ovum

12:30 – 1:40 pm

Lunch—Location: Basilico

1:45 - 5:20 pm

A series of 40 minute individually scheduled briefings throughout the
afternoon—Location: Royal I & Royal II
Media Track: Press & Analyst briefing sessions
Bespoke Track: Tailored “mix” of scheduled briefings with Cloud Operators/SP’s
and Network Industry Professionals plus selected Press & Analysts

5:20 – 5:40 pm

‘Open meeting’ time for informal networking. Press area also available for filing stories

6:00 pm

Meet in the Hotel Lobby for coach transfers departing from 6:10pm to The Look Out,
Faber Peak—optional cable car ride to the restaurant

7:00 pm

NetEvents Dinner at The Look Out, Faber Peak

Friday 27th May
7:30 – 8:30 am

Breakfast—informal meetings and conference session briefings —Location: Basilico

8:45—8:50 am

Opening welcome and conference introduction —Location: Royal II

8:50 –9:20 am

Keynote presentation by David Robinson, Chief Technology Officer, ST
Telemedia Connect and Jonathan Seckler, Director, Product Marketing, Dell
Networking
Partnering for Success with OpenStack and Open Networking: Dell and ST
Telemedia Connect
ST Telemedia is a leading cloud service provider based in Singapore with service
deployment rolling out globally. Through the use of Open Networking and open source
software like OpenStack, ST Telemedia is successfully managing the complexity of a
forward thinking and flexible cloud platform of services. Join us for a dialogue with ST
Telemedia and Dell to discover how we have jointly enabled a future ready Cloud.
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9:20 –9:50 am

Debate Session IV—The Next Generation of Open Networking and Open Cloud
Computing: Is It OpenStack Everywhere?
Introduced and Chaired by Dustin Kehoe, Head of AP Telecoms Practice, Current
Analysis
It’s hard to remember, but not long ago the big network players were very proprietary.
Oh, they conformed to the biggest interworking standards — but peel away a thin
veneer and they clearly wanted to lock customers into their hardware, their operating
systems, their switching and routing fabrics, their line cards and their management
software. Today, every vendor claims “Open Networking! Open Source! Open
Everything!” In some cases, the vendors even mean it.
This panel will explore what Open Networking really means in the modern world where
SDN separates data planes from control planes, NFV pushes applications out of
dedicated appliances into the network itself, and competition is often based on price,
performance, reliability, support and capacity – not proprietary functionality.
A key part of this debate will be OpenStack, which has emerged as a major opensource platform for creating public and private clouds. Some consider OpenStack to
be the de facto standard and already the “winner” – others have a different
perspective. Does the Open Network and Open Cloud Computing require OpenStack
– and what’s going to come next, both for Open Networking and the Open Cloud?
Panellists: Gint Atkinson, Vice President - Head, Technology Asia, Colt Technology
Services Co., Ltd.; Jonathan Seckler, Director, Product Marketing, Dell Networking;
Derrick Loi, Senior Director, DC Solution and Services, Orange Cloud for Business,
Asia Pacific; Steven Davis, Senior Vice President, Global Data Centre, ST Telemedia
Connect; Jon Vestal, Vice President, Product Architecture, Telstra

9:50 –10:20 am

Conference Debate V—Empowering SMEs with cloud services: What, How
and Who?
Introduced and Chaired by Camille Mendler, Practice Leader, SoHo & SME
Services, Ovum
Digital transformation isn’t just for the big guys - small businesses can benefit too. In
Asia, small businesses represent 98% of enterprises, over half of employment and are
a key source of economic growth. But is the huge innovative potential of Asia’s SoHos
and SMBs being maximized? Some indicators suggest that uptake of cloud services,
virtualization, IoT , ecommerce and other digital services remains patchy. This panel
session will discuss how to enable the digital transformation of small businesses,
which industries will benefit most, who is best positioned to drive such initiatives and
which digital services are most critical to focus on.
Panellists: Bernie Trudel, Data Center CTO, Cisco Systems, Asia Pacific and
Chairman of the Asia Cloud Computing Association; Chong Powmin, Group Head
Enterprise Products and Services, MyRepublic; Kevin Pang, Cloud Director, Solutions
Development, StarHub Ltd
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10:20 – 10:50 am

Debate Session VI—Making the Hookup: Pitching for the Best Way to Connect
to the Cloud
Introduced and Chaired by Nikhil Batra, Research Manager - Telecom, IDC
What’s the best way for enterprises to connect to their favorite cloud providers? It’s
not an easy question, especially when those cloud providers might be in one part of
the world – and the enterprises might be halfway around the world. A few of the
issues: Network latency and jitter. Partnering. Laws about data sovereignty. Security.
Quality of service guarantees. Tariffs. Interoperability standards for intracarrier
connections. The list goes on and on.
This panel brings together representatives from many of the players – enterprises,
global cloud service providers, global Tier 1 service providers, regional Tier 2
providers, and others. Some of the players are selling cloud capabilities, whether it’s
PaaS, IaaS or SaaS. Others are offering connectivity from Point A to Point B. And
still others want to provision the whole enchilada, providing both connectivity and
their own customer clouds.
Enterprise cloud services and connectivity are among the fastest-growing
opportunities for all service providers, in every part of the world. This panel shall dig
deep, ask hard questions, and not settle for easy answers.
Panelists: Matt Allcoat, Chief Architect, Asia Pacific, Middle East, Africa & Turkey, BT
Global Services; Hisham Muhammad, Director, Global Solutions Architect, AP,
Equinix; Chris Rezentes, Regional Manager, Partner & Product Strategy – Asia
Pacific, Verizon

10:50 –11:10 am

Coffee break—Royal II Foyer

11:10–11:40 am

Conference Debate VII—From Millions to Billions of End Points: Stress-Testing
the Cloud and the Internet of Things
Introduced & Chaired by: Anshul Gupta, Research Director, Gartner
The scale of the Internet of Things is unprecedented in anything carriers or
enterprises have ever encountered before. There are billions of devices in the IoT,
ranging from consumer devices to industrial systems to inventory control. Traffic
comes from everywhere, in patterns that often can’t be anticipated. From video feeds
to telemetry, from location trackers to health monitors, every packet is precious.
Meanwhile, many of these IoT connections are going directly into the cloud, which is
an amorphous, hard-to-validate collection of smaller networks, servers and storage.
Are our networks up to the challenge?
We are designing new virtual and physical networks to handle the IoT – and we need
to know how networks will perform in the real world. The best way to address that
dilemma is to create realistic test conditions and do a lot of testing. And the best way
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to ensure a lot of testing without operator fatigue and falling standards is to automate the test
processes. Then, for greatest learning from the experience, you also need heightened
visibility into the system operation.
We have people on our panel claiming that we already have the capability to stress-test IoT
and cloud networks using virtualized testing, automated monitoring combined with real time
network intelligence plus big data analytics. We also have our doubters. Let us put our panel
itself to the stress-test.
Panellists: Naveen Bhat, Vice President & General Manager, Sales Asia/Pacific, Ixia; Derrick
Loi, Senior Director, DC Solution and Services, Orange Cloud for Business, Asia Pacific;
Ashwin Jaiswal, Head - IT Business Consulting & Practice (Telecom, Media &
Entertainment), Reliance Communications; Amit Sinha Roy, Vice President, Marketing &
Strategy, Marketing Centre of Excellence, Tata Communications
11:40–12:20 pm

Debate Session VIII— From SDN/NFV to Fibre Cut Protection, the Hottest Trends for
Global Telco Providers
Introduced and Chaired by Jeremiah Caron, Senior Vice President - Analysis, Current
Analysis
Change is everywhere! From the latest-generation OSS/BSS to SDN/NFV to SD-WAN, telco
executive heads are spinning with the accelerated pace of change. Enterprises demand endto-end orchestration, instant provisioning and self-service portals. SD-WANs provide an
abstraction layer that obscures the traditional differences between leased lines, MPLS, the
public Ethernet, LTE/cellular wireless, and of course the forthcoming 5G. VoIP is cutting into
traditional telephony revenue. Meanwhile, telcos are getting into the cloud business, offering
IaaS and PaaS – and in some cases, even SaaS.
Is there any place where the telco business isn’t changing? And what changes will come
next? Faster intranetworking. More flexible, standards-based internetworking on a global
scale. The lowering of international tariffs, major global partnerships, faster and denser fibreoptic networks, increased resilience against fibre cuts and service outages. Big Data-based
analytics. Artificial intelligence-based security platforms. The Internet of Things and Machineto-Machine connectivity. Shadow IT. Connected Cars and Smart Cities. And let’s not forget
the digital transformation of the entire service-provider business.
That’s the focus on this panel, where we shall explore all the hottest trends in the telecom
business – and challenge the telcos, service providers, and vendors to make realistic
predictions about the next trends. The executives’ heads are spinning – let’s see why!
Panellists: Matt Allcoat, Chief Architect, Asia Pacific, Middle East, Africa & Turkey, BT Global
Services; Gint Atkinson, Vice President - Head, Technology Asia, Colt Technology Services
Co., Ltd.; Andy Solterbeck, Regional Director - APAC, Cylance; Stephen Tsang, Head of
Managed Services and Enterprise Architects, Telstra; Helen Wong, Director, Partner &
Product Strategy Asia Pacific, Verizon; Frank Wiener, VP Marketing, Wedge Networks
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12:20—12:35 pm

Guest speaker presentation by Grant Halloran, Chief Marketing Officer,
Anaplan
Unicorn Vs The Giants
Taking on the Big 4 enterprise software vendors with a platform solution is fraught
with triumphs, trials and tribulations. What does it take to fundamentally disrupt the
mega vendors in pursuit of market share in the Global 2000. Anaplan has grown
from an unknown startup to a billion dollar unicorn in four years. CMO Grant Halloran
will talk about the three key aspects of their journey: revolutionary product; thinking
and acting big; and speed.

12:35 – 12:40 pm

Keynote Interview & Audience Q&A with Grant Halloran and Jean-Baptiste Su,
Tech Columnist, Forbes

12:40–12:45 pm

Conference round-up and close of conference sessions

12:45 - 1:00 pm

‘Open meeting’ time for informal networking

1:00—2:00 pm

Lunch —Location: Basilico

2:00—4:40 pm

A series of 40 minute individually scheduled briefings throughout the
afternoon —Location: Royal I & Royal II
Media Track: Press & Analyst briefing sessions
Bespoke Track: Tailored “mix” of scheduled briefings with Cloud Operators/SP’s and
Network Industry Professionals plus selected Press & Analysts

4:45 pm

Close of event & departures
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